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stop; and the sentence will run, with its true meaning much
more clearly given:
The sheil of Ravensnuik was, for the present at least, at his disposal;
the foreman or ' grieve * at the Home Farm was anxious to be friendly.
But even if he lost that place, Dan Weir knew that there was plenty of
others.
The group system gives more trouble to the writer or com-
positor, and less to the reader; the compositor cannot be
expected to like it, if the burden falls on him ; inferior writers
cannot be expected to choose it either, perhaps; but the good
writers who do choose it no doubt find that after a short
time the work comes to do itself by instinct.
We need now only add two or three short specimens, worse,
though from their shortness less remarkable, than the Times
extract. They are not specially selected as bad ; but it may
be hoped that by their juxtaposition they may have some
deterrent effect.
So Dan opened the door a little and the dog came out as if nothing
had happened. It was now clear. The light was that of late evening.
The air hardly more than cool. A gentle fanning breeze came from the
North and .. .—CROCKETT.
Allies must have common sentiments, a common policy, common
interests. Russia's disposition is aggressive. Her policy is the closed
door. Her interests lie in monopoly. With our country it is precisely
the opposite. Japan may conquer, but she will not aggress. Russia may
be defeated, but she will not abandon her aggression. With such a
country an alliance is beyond the conception even of a dream.—Times.
Upon a hillside, a great swelling hillside, high up near the clouds,
lay a herd lad. Little more than a boy he was. He did not know much,
but he wanted to know more. He was not very good, but he wanted to
be better. He was lonely, but of that he was not aware. On the whole
he was content up there on his great hillside.—crockett.
To be popular you have to be interested, or appear to be interested, in
other people. And there are so many in this world in whom it is impos-
sible to be interested. So many for whom the most skilful hypocrisy
cannot help us to maintain a semblance of interest—Daily Telegraph.
Of course a girl so pretty as my Miss Anne could not escape having
many suitors, especially as all over the countryside Sir Tempest had the

